Candidate Biography and Campaign Statement

Complete the following biography form and submit a campaign statement to be featured in the Voters’ Guide.

**DEADLINE: MARCH 23, 2020 BY 4:30PM**

TO JESSICA PRESSLEY, OFFICE OF Student LIFE, FR - 113

Candidate Biography:

Name: ____________________________________________

- Statement A
- Statement B
- Statement C

Example: Mickey Mouse

- I am a communications major
- I have experience in planning events
- I will serve students with passion

Your Candidate Biography Here:

Name: ____________________________________________

Statement A ______________________________________

Statement B ______________________________________

Statement C ______________________________________

Campaign Statement:

Candidates must provide a statement to be featured in the Voters’ Guide. All statements must contain 100 characters or less. Provide statement below or attach and submit with your petition. These statements will be included with the ballot.

☐ I agree that the information provided on this form may by published in any FLC publication or website.

Signature: ________________________________________